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The development of the Woolmen's new website
at www.woolmen.com is now complete, and the
website was launched at the Court meeting on
6th November. The new site has been the
initiative of the Upper Warden Bill Clark, who has
not only masterminded its very professional new
design and features, but has also very kindly
funded its development as his gift to the
Company. I am sure you will agree that this is not
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only a significant step forward for the Woolmen,
but also a very generous and far-sighted idea
from Bill Clark. You will be able to access the
Members section of the website with a personal
log in name and password. This should have been
sent to you by email. If you have not received
these details it is probably because we don't have
your email address. If this is the case, please let
the Clerk know.

From the Publisher
s we enter the Festive Season and approach the end of the calendar
year, we present the winter edition of The Woolman which contains
not only those matters directly affecting the Company but includes a
number of feature articles looking more widely at wool, history, textiles
and fashion. We are all extremely grateful to Bill Skidmore and his wife
Jean for the amount of time and effort they have put into visiting
Howard Venters
locations, taking photographs, interviewing, collating copy and editing the articles.
My intention as Publisher is to continue to build this publication in terms of size, quality,
content and distribution and I would like to thank Bill Clark for his help and cooperation in
establishing editorial protocol in what is yet a very young publication but one with huge
potential to interest, educate and entertain many within the City of London, and further afield,
whilst at the same time portray the Worshipful Company of Woolmen in the best possible light.
My thanks also to the Master for his valuable contribution, the Past-Master, Wardens, Clerk
and other officers of the Company and indeed to all those who have contributed in one form
or another.
With best wishes to all for the Festive Season ahead.

A

From the Editor
his has been a busy year for the wool and textile industries and this
edition of The Woolman reflects on a busy year for the Company, with
reports on many of the events that have taken place – The Master's
obvious head for heights at the top of the Lloyds Building and a look
back to the hugely successful Olympics with the carrying of the torch.
We also give notice of next year's events, progression of the WoolBill Skidmore
man's website and an introduction to new Liverymen.
Wool in the Mansion House, summer visits to Chatsworth and Cheapside Fayre, the
Campaign for Wool and a recent visit to London's newly opened fashion and textile museum
all feature as well as Bill Clark's report on a fascinating visit to the College of Arms. We lead with
a new regular department – a history of the Woolman's Company, relevant of course to our
own members but also very important to a wider readership to give an understanding of the
important role the Worshipful Company of Woolman has played, does play and will continue
to play within, and without, the City of London.
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The Worshipful Company of
Some basic facts
about our
livery…

Officers
of the
Woolmen
Master Simon
Boardman-Weston;
Upper Warden Lt Col
(retd) Bill Clark; and
Under Warden
Richard Excell

he Worshipful Company of Woolmen is
one of the oldest of the Livery Companies
of the City of London. It grew out of the
ancient guild which regulated the wool trade.
The first record of its existence was when it
was fined by King Henry II for operating
without his licence. This was in 1180 so it is
safe to say that we are over 800 years old –
older than the office of Lord Mayor.
Although Henry II is remembered for his
deadly friendship with Thomas Beckett, his
Archbishop of Canterbury, he was responsible for England (then still more an occupied
country than a kingdom) and he established
much that we take as part
of our life today. It was
natural that the king
would wish to regulate
the ancient guilds, some
of which pre-dated the
conquest of England by
his Norman grandfather,
William the Conqueror, in
1066.
For hundreds of years
when wool prospered so
did England. The great
Wool Churches were built
by merchants made rich
on the profits of wool. The
reverse was also true;
when wool suffered, so did the nation. So
concerned was Queen Elizabeth I about the
wool trade that she had Parliament make
everyone over the age of six (except the
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wealthiest) wear on Sundays “a cap of wool
knit and dressed in England”. Under Charles
II Parliament passed a law requiring coffins
to be lined in fleece and shrouds to be made
of wool. Later, carriages had to be lined with
it.
Perhaps much of the interest of successive
kings and queens lay in the substantial taxes
they raised on the sale of wool. Wool was
weighed on a Great Beam one of which stood
close to where Mansion House now stands
in the centre of the City. The measure – or
staple – was a uniform weight which governed exports to Europe – an early example of
European standardisation! Some of the taxes
went to build Old London
Bridge which was said to
have been built on sacks
of wool.
So the life of our
Company runs like a long
woollen thread woven
into the history of England. The association of
the Guild of Woolmen
with taxes, and with
licensing the most important
woolmongers,
brought an association of
Henry II
the Company with the
Law and lawyers which continues to this
day. The Lord Chancellor sits in the House of
Lords on a Woolsack as everybody knows. A
woolsack has long been a symbol of the
wealth of England.
From the very start many distinguished
people have been members of the Company.
Among the earliest was Martin Box, sheriff
of London in 1283-4. Most Livery Companies
have produced at least three Lord Mayors of
London. Most of our members have been
active in the wool industry and that tradition
continues to this day. Perhaps the most
distinguished member of our Company, in all
its many years, was our Master in 1994/5,
HRH The Princess Royal.
Throughout its long years the Company
has been immersed in the wool industry and
this remains its most important activity. We
have links with the industry throughout the
Commonwealth, and our international interests go back at least to 1609 when the
Company, along with 54 others invested in

Woolmen

Elizabeth I

the colonisation of the State of Virginia, USA.
In like manner, the Company took part in the
“plantation” of the County and City of
Londonderry a few years later, as part of a
syndicate of companies led by The Salters –
an association annually commemorated
down to the present day.
We give scholarships for those studying
wool technology, and prizes for shearing at
some of the most famous national agricultural shows. We bring leaders of the industry
together informally to discuss matters of
common concern. We are told we are also
famous for the warmth of our hospitality
and by custom the Lord Mayor dines with us
in great state every year.
Wool is very important to all of us. Even
today there are as many sheep as there are
people living in Britain. In the Falklands War,

The Blitz

our sailors were provided with face masks
(as heat shields) made of wool because the
nylon ones melted in missile
attacks. And despite the growth of
“man-made fibres”, wool is increasingly used in manufacture.
More wool than other fibres go into
carpets and everybody knows there is
nothing better than a soft warm
“woolly” to snuggle into on a
cold day. Today, the industry
employs over 400,000 people
throughout the United Kingdom, and its annual sales
exceed £15bn.

Many of our Company’s records were
destroyed in the Great fire of 1666; and
others were list during the Blitz in 1940, so
our history is patchy; but much can be gleaned from references in books in the Guildhall
Library and other ancient documents. Hundreds of years ago a wealthy merchant had
the following engraved on the windows of
his house: “I praise God
and ever shall – it is
the sheep hath paid
for all”. Today we
put it differently
for we all know the
truth of the Golden
Rule: “there is no
substitute for wool.” ■

“

Perhaps much of
the interest of
successive kings
and queens lay in
the substantial
taxes they raised
on the sale of
wool.

Thomas Becket
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The Master’s Half Term Report
am writing this article as I reflect on a
little over half my year as Master. I know
that others have said the same before, but,
it is certainly true, that the time goes very
quickly and it is salutary for me to look
back at some of the many and varied
events I have been involved with so far on
behalf of the Woolmen. As the year has
progressed I have become more and more
acutely aware of what a great privilege it is
to be a livery company Master, and in
particular the Master of the Worshipful
Company of Woolmen, one of the oldest of
all companies.
For many of our members, involvement
in the Livery is mainly to do with attending
our various dinners and social functions
and of course these are the events when
we can all come together and enjoy the
unique fellowship for which companies
such as the Woolmen are renowned. However, for the Master, the livery year also
involves many more external events and
quite a lot of travelling on behalf of the
Company. In fact, some of the most memorable things I have had the opportunity to
do so far, have been outside London.
Traditionally the Master is invited to
attend the five major UK agricultural shows
in order to present prizes for sheep shearing. This year those in Belfast, Edinburgh,
Wales and Somerset all went well, but,
sadly the Great Yorkshire Show was very

I

“

I appreciate and
am grateful for the
support of my
wardens and other
active members of
the Court and the
Livery who all put
so much time and
effort into the
Woolmen’s
Company.

badly affected by the wet weather and was
abandoned after the first day. At all these
shows I was struck by how highly the
Woolmen’s Company is regarded and how
much the organisers appreciate our presence and support.
Like most livery companies, we Woolmen have a significant involvement in education; in our case concentrating on graduate and post graduate work in wool
related subjects. Our flagship event to
recognise the success of the students
whose work we support is our Civic Dinner
and in November we were delighted that
our principal guest the Lord Mayor, Alderman David Wootton, was present to award
the prizes. After the dinner I received many
favourable comments from our guests who
were impressed by the prominence we give
to this important part of our charitable
work and how visibly we celebrate the
achievements of the talented young students. Earlier in the year, (and mentioned
elsewhere in this magazine), I took part in
a sponsored abseil in support of the Lord
Mayor’s charitable appeal. With the encouragement of my daughter Sophie who
also took part, we raised over £1,600 and
had a memorable time in the process. The
irony that our sponsorship money would
be going to the Trauma Unit at The Royal
London Hospital was not lost on us!
As I write, the two most recent events I

The Master Simon Boardman-Weston, The Lord Mayor of the City Of London Alderman David Wootton
with Prizewinners and other Guests
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have attended stand out as especially
memorable and both involved quite unique
and ancient organisations. By courtesy of the
Windsor Herald of the College of Arms in
Queen Victoria Street in London, a few
Woolmen and guests were treated to an
evening during which we found out some of
its fascinating history. Our host, William
Hunt, had an encyclopaedic knowledge of all
things heraldic and presented a potentially
dry subject in a most colourful and entertaining way. I am not sure when we might be
able to organise a return visit but I would
recommend it most highly to any member of
the Company who is fortunate enough to get
an opportunity. Later the same week I travelled to Exeter as a guest of the Incorporation
of Weavers, Fullers and Shearmen who had
invited me to speak at their annual Court and
Livery Dinner. Their Company is quite small
and they can only sit down twenty six people
to dine. However their home, Tuckers Hall,
has been used since 1471 and is a wonderful
building which they have lovingly maintained
and restored. Part is now open to the public
as an exhibition of the Company’s history and
they also have an informative website for the
benefit of those who cannot visit in person.
They have much in common with the
Woolmen’s Company and are pleased that we
now have a more active relationship with
them than at one time.
On the subject of websites, I would like to
mention our own new site which has recently
been re-launched. This major improvement
has been masterminded by Upper Warden Bill
Clark who has also funded its development.
Please do have a look at it; I am sure you will
be impressed.
Finally I would like to say how much I
appreciate and am grateful for the support of
my wardens and other active members of the
Court and the Livery who all put so much
time and effort into the Woolmen’s Company.
I would also like to thank our long suffering
Clerk, Gill Wilson, for all her support and
assistance, without which my job would be
impossible.
Our Alms Court dinner is coming up on
16th January at Cutlers’ Hall and I do hope to
see you then. With all good wishes.
■

Judith Donovan and
the Olympic Torch
iveryman Judith Donovan
CBE is chair of the Greater
Ripon Improvement Partnership (GRIP) and was tasked
with organising the Olympic
Torch celebrations in Ripon
on Tuesday 19th June. With its
small winding medieval
streets, Ripon was divided
into three zones – a family
zone for picnics, and family
activities; a party zone
including the market square,
charity stalls and live music;
and a civic zone, where the
Dean and Chapter, Mayor and
Councillors, choristers, and
an honour party from the
local garrison of Royal
Engineers, the Royal Navy and
RAF met the torch bearer
Helen Mackenzie. Helen is the
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Ripon schools sports
coordinator and was
nominated to bear the torch
by all Ripon schools for her
successful fight against
cancer and tremendous
fundraising activities for
charity. Although bureaucrats
had allocated her a stretch to
run in Harrogate, she was
whisked to Ripon as soon as
she finished her leg so she
could be honoured properly
by the people of Ripon and
presented with a framed
commemorative poster
designed by a Ripon sixth
former. Even the weather
joined in with the
celebrations, which made the
day that little bit more special
for all who took part. ■

Simon Boardman-Weston Master
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New Liverymen
Trevor Sturt

Peter Ambler

Trevor Sturt is a Chartered Engineer and
retired from industry in 2002. Born in
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, but now living in
Warwickshire, he enjoyed a wide and
varied career in a number of engineering
industries ranging from Shipbuilding to
Aerospace. During his time in the International Aerospace business, he travelled
the world, and after years of globetrotting,
decided that on retirement he would opt
for a complete change.
Although having successfully completed the course on Sheep Rearing at the
Warwickshire Agricultural College at
Morton Morrell, Trevor and his wife Mary
went on to breed and show Alpacas as a
hobby. They produce excellent wool, in
natural colours, from the quality fibre of
their animals, and as “herdsman” (we
can’t call him a shepherd), Trevor believes
that he can claim to be a “Woolman”.

George Crowther

Jonathan Lee

Births
Past Master M
Richard Hollis
became a Grandpa
on Saturday 29th
September. Which
makes Past Master
Emeritus, Arthur
Hollis a Great
Grandpa. Ursula
will be known as
‘Grr-ursula’. Baby
girl, called Olivia,
weighed in at 8lbs
2 oz.
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Peter Ambler After leaving Shrewsbury
School Peter worked in the wine trade.
After a number of years he returned to
education at Bradford College gaining an
ATI, (Associate of The Textile Institute) as
a Chartered Textile Technologist. He worked for a number of years as a worsted
spinner then moved to William Root Ltd
who imported, processed and marketed
speciality fibres. Progressing through the
company Peter was involved in a company buy-out. He became Managing Director and travelled extensively buying
camelhair, cashmere, angora and other
fibres from around the world. In 1997 he
bought a manufacturing company, Heritage
Cashmere and started to concentrate on
manufacturing speciality fibres, mainly
cashmere, into fabric and later knitwear.
He retired from textiles in 2010 and is now
becoming more involved with the wine
trade again.
George Crowther, lives with wife Samantha in Leeds and is a doctor, with
specialist interest in Dementia care.
He feels very honoured to have been
made a Liveryman and feels particularly
at home in the Woolmen’s Livery as he
has connections with the Wool trade,

sheep-keeping and the City. He was at
Medical school at St. Bartholomew’s
Hospital and was married in St Bartholomew’s the Great so know the City well.
Hisy family has close links to Textiles; his
father was a Director at J.E.Crowther’s of
Huddersfield, a family business of Woollen
manufacturers. His grandfather, ran E.
Bottomley and Sons, a wool dyeing company in Huddersfield and his step-father,
Andrew Dawson, a current Woolman,
recently retired from the family wool
merchants, H. Dawson Wool Company.
Additionally, he keeps a small flock of
Herdwick sheep, so has a fair connection
with “wool”. In his recreation time he
plays rugby, is a keen sailor and enjoys
surfing and windsurfing.
Jonathan Lee A Yorkshireman born in
Wakefield, but educated at Stockport
Grammar School (Patrons are the Goldsmiths!) and Durham University where I
met my wife Sarah, who works in finance
for the Local Education Authority. We have
two children - Adam, a final year historian
at Pembroke College, Cambridge and
Sophie, a first year Anthropologist and
Sports Scholar at St Mary’s College,
Durham.
I worked for Cable & Wireless Group in
European telecommunications for several
years after business school, subsequently
involved in privatising most of the
continental European telephone companies whilst working for a variety of
investment banks in the 1990s. For the
past 8 years I have run Hyde Park Investment, a specialist financial advisor that
raises capital for alternative investment
funds
from
European
institutional
investors.
The wool connection is tenuous, in that
my great grandparents were hill sheep
farmers above Hebden Bridge, before
developing a timber sectional building
business, F&H Sutcliffe, at the beginning
of last century. More recently other family
members have been involved in woollen
clothing and fashion industries.
Interests include food and wine, rugby
coaching, reading, walking and gardening.

hen my Father told me he was planning
to abseil 289ft down the Lloyds of London
building I can honestly say that I thought he
had finally gone completely mad: especially as
he isn’t fond of heights! However, once he had
explained that he was doing it to raise money
for the Lord Mayor’s Appeal 2012 which was
supporting various worthy causes including
Bart’s and The London Charity on behalf of
the Trauma Unit at The Royal London Hospital,
it didn’t sound quite so crazy. Needless to say,
it didn’t take him long to persuade me to take
part with him.
When we arrived at the Lloyds of London
building, located in the City of London, we
both slowly looked up to the top and although
neither of us voiced it, I think we both knew
what the other was thinking, ‘Oh my goodness! That’s rather high!’ After registering, an

W

instructor gave us harnesses and helmets and
then began to talk us through how to abseil,
which was comforting as neither of us had
ever done it before! And then, all too soon, it
was time to go up onto the roof.
The view over London from the roof was
incredible and we could see for miles across
the city. After a short time we were attached to
the lines and we were simply instructed to
‘lean back’. This was incredibly nerve racking,
particularly as neither of us wanted to look
down and realise how far above the ground we
were. Once I had settled, having taken the
daunting first step backwards, I looked across
to my Father to make sure he was alright. I
needn’t have. He appeared to be completely
fearless and was already half way down the
building!
The experience was truly exhilarating and
unforgettable and we would both do it again.
I’m so glad that I got to do it with my Father, I
couldn’t have asked for a better abseiling
partner or support system. We would both like
to thank those who sponsored us, with your
support and kind donations we managed to
raise £1,740 for a really worthy cause, which
completely surpassed our expectations.
■

The experience was truly exhilarating and unforgettable and we would
both do it again.

The Master’s Lloyds Building Abseil

Simon and Sophie
start their descent
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The Master’s Weekend
his year’s Master’s weekend was held at
Chatsworth House, a stunning stately home
nestled in the North Derbyshire countryside
and the seat of the Duke of Devonshire.
Chatsworth has been handed down through
sixteen generations of the Cavendish family
and it was the first Duke of Devonshire who
rebuilt Chatsworth as a baroque palace and
this influence continues to be recognisable
today.
We were fortunate to be able to go on a
behind the scenes tour of the house and see
a side of Chatsworth usually hidden from
public view. One tour group even bumped
into the Duke before he left to run some
errands! The behind the scenes tour was
fascinating and the tour guides were really
informative about life behind the scenes at
Chatsworth today whilst also making it easy
to imagine what life must have been like for
the servants hundreds of years ago. Highlights of the tour included the ballroom and
the belvedere. The ballroom was built by the
6th Duke but later turned into a theatre by
the 8th Duke. The theatre still has the original
scenery, pulleys and stage lighting and has
been used in the past for royal visits. The 6th
Duke also built a belvedere tower which
commands spectacular views across the
surrounding countryside and they were even
more enchanting as the sun was shining!
The afternoon was spent in
the beautiful gardens which
boast an enormous rockery
and a number of spectacular
water features including the
Cascade and Emperor Fountain. The Cascade and its
Temple were the ultimate
showpiece of the 1st Duke’s

T
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garden, and they continue to be today. Each
step of the Cascade is a different height or
texture resulting in the sound of the water
changing as it falls and taking on a musical
quality. The Duke and Duchess are very
interested in sculpture and besides their own
personal collection the gardens were also
being used for the annual Sotheby’s selling
exhibition, Beyond Limits which this year
focussed on the rabbit sculptures of Barry
Flanagan
The evenings drink reception was held in
the fabulous Painted Hall inside Chatsworth
House and we were free to make our way
through several rooms in the house, including the Great Dining Room which was first
used to hold a dinner for the thirteen year old
Princess Victoria. All of the rooms were
beautifully decorated with fabulous flower
arrangements which made up the Florabundance festival held at Chatsworth each
year. Our time in the house came to an end in
the phenomenal sculpture gallery which is
home to the 6th Duke’s contemporary marble
sculptures, mostly designed by the famous
Italian sculptor Antonio Canova.
On behalf of the Woolmen, I would like to
thank Simon and Amanda Boardman-Weston
for their wonderful hospitality and for making the Masters weekend a truly memorable
one.
■
Sophie Boardman-Weston
We really appreciate the contribution made to
the magazine by the Master’s daughter Sophie
We found out by chance that she is planning a
career in journalism and wish her every success
in this venture.
Bill Skidmore Editor

Summer Banquet
his year our summer banquet was held at
Vintners hall on July 4th. The Vintners’
Company with its first Charter in 1363 is one
of the Twelve Great Livery Companies of the
City of London. The Vintners of London have
possessed a Hall situated between Upper
Thames Street and the River Thames since
the 15th century, though the original hall was
burnt down during the night of Sunday 2
September 1666, less than 24 hours after the
Great Fire of London had broken out in
Pudding Lane some 600 yards away. However,
the Company officers had sufficient warning
to enable them to remove some of the
contents of the Hall, including the plate and
Company’s records. The rebuilding of the Hall
took place in the 1670s and although many
alterations have taken place these changes
did not affect the heart of the building. Vintners’ Hall suffered only superficial damage
during the Second World War and since then
only subtle modernisation and redesign and
careful restoration have taken place.
After an excellent meal and entertainment
by students from the Guildhall school of
music Liveryman Tim Child proposed the
toast to the guests who included:● Ken Ayers, a founder member of the Worshipful Company of Actuaries and a Woolman. He was Sheriff of the City of London
in 1995/96, and in April this year took up
the office of Chief Commoner. Chief Commoner is one of the most senior elected
posts in the City of London Corporation.
● Tony Oakland Smith, who is head of marketing at the British Wool Marketing Board.
● Master Engineer David Scahill and his wife
Gillian.
And our principal guest Lord Wolfson and
his wife Lady Eleanor. It was especially good
to see them because they were only married
on 21st June and this was their first public
engagement together as husband and wife.
Both Lord and Lady Wolfson are prominent
supporters of the Conservative Party and
Lady Wolfson currently works in Number 11
Downing Street as a special adviser to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer.
Lord Wolfson joined the retailer Next in
1991 and after rapidly moving through the
ranks was appointed Chief Executive in 2001,
making him, at the age of just 33, the
youngest CEO of a FTSE 100 company. He has

T

survived there 10 years, (three
times as long as the average FTSE
100 CEO), and during that time
Next, almost unnoticed, has been incredibly
successful and one of the few retailers to defy
the economic gloom. Profits have doubled, its
shares have tripled in value and its share of
the UK clothing market has risen from 4.5%
to 7.3%.
Lord Wolfson has, for many years, been a
leading critic of the structure of the euro and
the euro zone and his contribution to the
euro debate continues. Last autumn he
created the Wolfson Economics Prize asking
economists to come up with a workable plan
for member states to leave the eurozone in an
orderly fashion. There were over 400 entries
including one from an 11 year old Dutch boy.
The prize of £250,000, which
in cash terms makes the
Wolfson Prize second only to
the Nobel Prize as an award
for economists, was awarded
by an international panel of
judges to Economist and
Daily Telegraph columnist
Roger Bootle leading a team
from Capital Economics the
day after our dinner.
■

The Vintners’ Hall

A Commentary on the Information
in the Admissions Books
Bill Clark has produced a pamphlet providing
many interesting and fascinating facts about all
those admitted to the Freedom of the Company
since 1666. Greatly assisted by Past Master Ben
Hodges and his wife Peggy, who spent many
hours interpreting and transcribing the ancient
script in the first book of admissions (1666-1948),
Bill has provided a thought-provoking analysis of
the entries, which by their nature lead to many
aspects of the Livery’s history. Drawing heavily
on previous histories of the Company – ‘The
Woolmen’s Tale’ by David Buirski (1999), ‘A Short History of the Worshipful
Company of Woolmen’ by Gordon Huelin (1990), and ‘A History of the Woolmen’s
Company’ by HBA de Bruyne (1964) – it also provides a section with significant
dates in the Livery’s history and some insights into the way the Company has
developed over the years.
This fascinating publication is available for a £5 donation to the charitable
fund. Please send your cheques made out to the ‘Worshipful Company of
Woolmen’s Charity Account’ to Gill Wilson, the Clerk to the Company, The Old Post
Office, 56 Lower Way, Great Brickhill, Bucks MK17 9AG and your copy will be posted
to you.
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Cheapside Fayre
held at St Paul’s Cathedral on behalf of St
Johns Ambulance which was attended by
HRH Duke of Gloucester - the Grand Prior, as
well the Lord Mayor of the City of London,
Sheriffs, Aldermen and many dignities. After
the service they came down Cheapside and

North Ronaldsay and
Castelmilt Mooit
Sheep

Eric Wison and
Malcolm Campbell
with staff from the
Spitalfields City Farm

n Saturday the 23rd June, as part of the
“Celebrate The City”, Cheapside was
closed to traffic for the Cheapside Fayre. Our
Immediate Past Master, Eric Wilson, arranged
for four sheep, two North Ronaldsay and two
Castlemilk Moorit, both rare breeds, to come
from Spitalfields City Farm which we support.
They were penned at the St Paul’s end of
Cheapside with a display showing different
varieties of wool and the Worshipful Company of Woolmens’ name prominently displayed which gave us good publicity. Although
the weather was cloudy and windy, there was
a constant stream of passing people, young
and old, as well as many from other Livery
companies who all showed an interest in our
stand. Two lady farm managers, Mhairi and
Jenny were continuously being asked questions about the farm and the animals.
Fortunately, Past Master Eric and Clerk Gill
Wilson were on hand to answer more difficult
questions about sheep and there was a lot of
interest in the role of our Livery Company.
Brochures were given out giving our history
and involvement with the wool trade. Quite a
few of our Livery came to see us; Raymond
Cousins and his
wife as well as
Richard Pickance,
his wife and family
and others, in particular Ken Ayres
who
had
just
recently been appointed Chief Commoner.
Early afternoon
there was a Service
of Commemoration

O
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The Lord Mayor and HRH The Duke
of Gloucester visit the stand
spoke to Eric, Gill and the farm staff for some
time before going on to other events. Photos
were taken with young children.
Eric and Gill’s idea of teaming up with the
City Farm was mutually beneficial and made
people aware of what we both do. I think that
a good day was had by all and it is pleasing
that we were able to support the Lord Mayor
who originates from Bradford and is a
member of our Livery.
■
Malcolm Campbell. Liveryman

The Lord Mayor with staff and visitors

Display of items from
Wallace and Sewell and
Romney Marsh Wools

uring his year in office The Rt. Hon. the
Lord Mayor of London, Alderman David
Wootton has undertaken many roles, not
least as an Ambassador for the Financial
Services Industry and, although that remains
central, he has supported all UK businesses
and the value they can add, creating and
supporting prosperity, growth and jobs across
the UK. However, one industry which has
been close to his heart due to his connection
with Yorkshire, and Bradford in particular, is
the Wool Textile industry in all its forms and
he has taken the opportunity to promote all
things wool, highlighting prestigious companies in the production of wool products,
wool apparel and furnishing.
Throughout the year the Mansion House
has been the site of displays from a number
of fashion houses and designers, Paul Smith,
Margaret Howell, Anderson & Sheppard, Stuart
Lamprell, DAKS, Pringle, and Earl of Bedlam.
Outside the Mayor’s palatial office have stood
two mannequins dressed in suits. The suits
changed every month, showcasing contemporary designs of clothes made from wool. The
pieces were a brilliant talking point – although there have been a few yelps of surprise
from guests encountering a particularly
lifelike mannequin around a corner!
The Campaign for Wool organised a Mansion House Wool Exhibition – culminating in a
‘woolly extravaganza’ on the evening of October 1st showcasing the continuing contribution of British wool to high-quality modern
apparel, and celebrating the very best of
British industry and innovation. The exhibition covered a very wide cross section of the
industry including stunning fabric swatches
– fresh from Shanghai fashion week and en
route to Paris, garments from a number of
established designers e.g. Earl of Bedlam and
Wallace and Sewell as well as the work of
budding knitwear designers. Fashion, textiles
and design students across the country
competed to design wool sweaters. The proj-

D

ect, called Wool School introduced students
to a retail partner and gave them the opportunity to design a wool rich jumper for their
company. One student per retailer was chosen
and their jumper design developed, produced
and sold in stores to coincide with UK Wool
Week. ‘Wool School’ has been created to
encourage the young designers of tomorrow
to engage with the UK’s favourite natural
fibre.
The Livery Skills Council and Livery Companies involved with the wool and textile
industries staged a wonderful display and the
Lord Mayor thanked them for all they do to
support education, skills and trade ... in particular, through investment in, and promotion
of, apprenticeships. Last year, as Alderman
Wootton, he attended a Livery-supported
‘Skills Festival’ on Romney Marsh, where a
project is underway to create a Romney wool
industry. The exciting first results were on
display attended by some of the students
involved.
■

Soft furnishings

A Celebration of Wool
at the Mansion House

Earl of Bedlam Coat
designed for exhibition
at the Mansion House

“

‘Wool School’
has been
created to
encourage
the young
designers of
tomorrow to
engage with the
UK’s favourite
natural fibre.
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The Kennet loaded with
bales of wool

Lyle and Scott's 'Wooly Golf' in Covent Garden

Wool Week
Campaign for Wool
his year marked the 3rd year of the
Campaign for Wool which HRH Prince of
Wales initiated and of which he is the Patron
and a very active ambassador. The Campaign
aims to educate as many people as possible
about the incredible benefits and versatility
of wool in fashion, furnishings and everyday
life. This in turn, supports many small businesses and local farmers whose livelihoods
depend on the wool industry.
Wool Week was preceded by the voyage of
the Kennet Barge, a traditional canal boat, reenacting a historic wool trade voyage from
Liverpool Docks to Saltaire, West Yorkshire.
The Kennet barge was loaded with four wool
bales, one from each Commonwealth country
supporting The Campaign for Wool – Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and the
United Kingdom, symbolising an international wool industry which flowed through the
canals of the north in the 18th century.
During its journey the barge made a variety
of stops and was greeted by the local populace, particularly school children, who were
able to visit the barge and learn more about
the wool business and its importance in

T

“

The Campaign
for Wool’s
global Wool
Week
celebrations
have generated
more news this
year than ever
before
providing
extensive ‘free
advertising’ for
the campaign
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today’s world. On arrival at Saltaire the bales
were greeted with due ceremonial by various
dignitaries including the Deputy Lieutenant
for West Yorkshire, the Lord Mayor of
Bradford, one of the MP’s for Bradford, John
Thorley chairman of Campaign for Wool,
representatives of industry and local school
children. John Walsh,MD of of Abraham Moon
in Guiseley, accepted the bales and is to
produce a limited edition tweed to be woven
using colours representing the Commonwealth Nations. The fabric created will be
used in Key Designer ranges for A/W 2013
A number of other events took place
around the country including:Iconic department store Harvey Nichols
launched Wool Week in style by decorating
the façade of their Knightsbridge building
with a baa-rilliant 5½ metre wool ball and
knitting needles. This huge structure ran
corner to corner on the exterior of the building, extending over 100metres. It consisted of
over 300kgs of wool kindly donated by farms
UK wide and farms over seas including
Australian and New Zealand! A spectacle in
the day and a wonder by night, as the
structure was fully illuminated every evening
during Wool Week
Lyle & Scott fashion label showed their
support for The Campaign for Wool by ‘putting’ on a woolly golf extravaganza outside
their store in Covent Garden Piazza. The golf
course made entirely of green wool carpet,
with over sized sheep obstacles, caused
considerable interest and free Lyle & Scott
golf ball up for grabs with every completed
score card.
On a London – Edinburgh round rail trip, a
special travelling challenge was given to a
team of 30 super knitters. Representatives in

teams from colleges, designers, artisans, knit
organisations and editors took part in a
mission named ‘The Clickety Click on the
Clickety Clack’. They were given a challenge
to create an amazing super-size knitted Union
Flag designed by Marie Wallin of Rowan
Yarns, in wool from the different British
sheep breeds. Completed in record time they
flew the WOOL flag on its return to Kings
Cross!
The Campaign for Wool International Activity
There were flourishes of Campaign for Wool
activity around the globe as countries
worldwide show their support. Last year’s UK
focal point, fashion and interiors exhibition
`Wool Modern’, opened its doors in Shanghai,
China after a successful run in Sydney. In
Spain Madrid and Barcelona prepared to be
yarn bombed whilst the Netherlands launched an exhibition championing young
design talent. Wool Week began its second
year in Japan
with a partnership with two
top tier fashion retailers,
Ginza Matsuya
and Ginza Mitsukoshi in the
heart of Tokyo,
clustered with
many top tier
brands. In the
The Lord Mayor of Bradford and the Deputy Lord
Lietenant of W Yorkshire hold the British bale

USA sheep were brought in to the heart of
New York City, to graze freely and play centre
stage in a stunning installation called ‘Wool
Uncovered’ which transformed the famous
Manhattan outdoor living space Bryant Park
into an interactive, woollen wonderland! The
lawn became the sheep’s meadow, the
famous Bryant Park Fountain was filled with
wool and the terrace was turned in to a
luxurious Wool Salon with richly coloured
carpet and a stunning wool bed.
The Campaign for Wool’s global Wool Week
celebrations have generated more news this
year than ever before providing extensive
‘free advertising’ for the campaign.
■

Outside Harvey
Nichols

Wool House World-Wide-Wool
Somerset House 13th to 24th March 2013
WOOL HOUSE – presents a vision for wool as
a modern, global, lifestyle fibre and will be
hosted in the stunning West Wing of
Somerset House which is situated on The
Strand in central London next to the Thames.
It will feature a showcase of interiors, fashion
and the world of artisan and craft making,
along with a hi-tech educational suite.

The exhibition has invited leading interior
designers to offer their vision for a room
and seven individual rooms will show how
the design community use the fibre
extensively within their work. A series of
wool-led designer talks and events and a
programme of making and interactive
workshops ■
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Butcher, Baker, Candlestick Maker Exh
ne of the great benefits of not having
had a Woolmen’s Hall to call our own for
several centuries is that we enjoy the
hospitality of a number of other Livery
Companies and their splendid premises for
our dinners. It is a pleasure and a privilege
to see the many treasures that these halls
contain. However, with so much else going
on, those treasures often get no more than
a glance on the way in to dinner. It was a
brilliant idea on the part of the Guildhall Art
Gallery to bring together a selection of the
rarely seen treasures of the Livery Companies in an exhibition over the summer.
A group of 12 Liverymen and their guests,
led by the Master, visited the exhibition on
17th July 2012. The first item on display set
the standard for the quality of the collection: Hans Holbein’s group portrait of
Henry VIII and the Barber Surgeons on loan
from Barber Surgeons’ Hall. A variety of
items caught one’s eye over the three rooms
of the exhibition, from the ancient and
historical, such as the Weavers’ Company
charter granted by Henry II, to slightly
bizarre objects like the Cutlers Blade Tree,

O

“
We believe
that Eric had
the distinction
of being the
only living
Past Master
of a Livery
Company with
a work of his
own creation
on display.
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The Silver Sheep
he ram, (never yet given a name), weighs
just over two kilos of silver and was cast
by two methods, sand-casting for the larger
parts and lost-wax casting for some of the
smaller pieces. The oval shaped plinth was
made from sheet silver, with beading at the
base to give it residual strength. Eric produced plaster of Paris moulds. These were, in
turn, used to produce the sides of the sheep
in the sand- casting moulds in to which
molten silver at 825°C was poured. For the
smaller pieces lost-wax casting was used
instead of sand where the wax, in a suitable
crucible, was liquefied by the molten silver
thus replacing the waxed form precisely.
The two halves were joined together by
silver brazing, the principle of which is that
the alloy (solder) is made to flow in to a joint
by capillary action. This is achieved by

T

made for the Cutlers’ Company as a display
item in the Great Exhibition of 1851, a treelike creation consisting of 1,851 blades
fanning out as lethal leaves. Masters’ badges,
loving cups and intricate salts found themselves displayed alongside paintings,
furniture and decorative objects, often fine
examples of the craft with which particular
companies are associated.
Another case displayed items of clothing
associated with the City and the Livery - a
selection of hats from the Feltmakers,
including that of a recent Lord Mayor, shoe
patterns from the Pattenmakers, alongside
a Billingsgate Market Porter’s hat from 1890
and, on loan from the Watermen and
Lightermen, a Doggett’s Coat and Badge
from 1903.
Amidst all gold, silver and gilt, one
special item stood out for the Woolmen –
the very beautiful silver sheep created by
Immediate Past Master Eric Wilson in 2002,
which is displayed before the Master at our
dinners. We believe that Eric had the distinction of being the only living Past Master
of a Livery Company with a work of his own

considering four factors – fluxing; gap
between the pieces; heating technique and
the application of the alloy. Using more
than one silver solder (these silver solders
melt at different temperatures so that the
first part joined together is done with a
solder melting at 824°C and then using
lower temperature solders on other parts of
the joining together process, of any one
completed piece. Sand-casting is used in
other metal moulding processes whereas
lost-wax casting tends to be used for more
precious metals.
The woolly effect was created by grinding
out the many indentations and the bright,
but not highly polished surface of the fleece
was achieved using kitchen scouring pads.
The head, horns and hooves are highly
polished. The silver plinth, with texturing
created by liquefying the top surface of the
silver, was done to give the effect of the ram

Publications
available
from
The Clerk

hibition
creation on display. With the mannequins displaying examples of fine wool
garments that had been moved from
Mansion House for the exhibition, the
Woolmen’s Company and its associated
craft was well represented in the Art
Gallery.
At the end of a fascinating morning,
the party moved on to a nearby
Corney & Barrow wine bar for a
good lunch and a glass or two of
wine, chosen carefully and well by
Past Master John Townend. Regrettably, with the end of the summer,
the Companies required the return
of their treasures, but perhaps the
Guildhall Art Gallery might be
persuaded to do something similar in
a few years’ time so that we can
enjoy some more of the wonders of
the Livery Halls and Companies of
the City.
■
Vincent Keaveny

A Short History
of the Worshipful
Company of Woolmen
by Gordon Huelin PhD
FSA
The Woolmen’s Tale by
David Buirski
“There Is No
Substitute For…”
by Past Master Richard
Proctor
A Layman’s
Commentary on The
Register of Freedom
Admissions of the
Worshipful Company
of Woolmen
by Lt Col (retd)
WJH Clark

Woolmen’s
Umbrellas,
Scarves
and Ties
standing on grass. The project, from start to
finish, (including hall marking in the local
Assay Office when Eric was a day a week
student at the Birmingham School of
Jewellery), probably took eight to ten weeks
and involved many different
learning processes.
It is always placed in front
of the Master at our Dinners
and is a true recognition of
our origins within the wool
trade and, as solid silver
reflects the immense influence, wealth and taxes
that have been attributed
over nearly a thousand years
to raw wool and its various uses.
It was a great honour for
our Company that this
piece was chosen for the
2012 Butcher, Baker, and

Candlestick Maker Exhibition in Guildhall
reflecting 850 years of London Livery
Company treasures.
Immediate Past Master
Eric Wilson

The Clerk has a stock
of Woolman’s
umbrellas, scarves
and ties for sale.
Woolmen’s Scarves –
£30; Woolmen’s
Umbrellas – £25;
Woolmen’s Ties – £30
Please make cheques
payable to the
Worshipful Company
of Woolmen, and arrange
collection with the Clerk
from Painters’ Hall; this
is best achieved at the
Civic Dinner.
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Fashion by Appointment
selection of woollen coats and suits by
Norman Hartnell and Hardy Amies star in
a new exhibition at London’s Fashion and
Textile Museum.
In the midst of the glamorous evening
dresses and wedding gowns on display at
Hartnell to Amies: Couture By Royal Appointment
(until 23 February 2013), a number of fashionforward woollen garments stand out.
Ranging from a 1930s geometric self-patterned woollen ¾ swagger day coat by Norman
Hartnell to a 1981 Hardy Amies ready-to-wear
blue suit with fitted jacket and wide shoulders, made famous by the engagement photograph of Lady Diana Spencer to HRH The
Prince of Wales, these garments highlight the
importance of wool to the British couture
industry.
Also featured at the start of the exhibition
is a neat Prince of Wales checked fine woollen
suit, made in 1940 by Hardy Amies for Hollywood actress Mildred Shay. Beautifullycrafted, the suit is a fitting testament to the
tailoring skills, as well as to the wit, of British
couture dressmakers. Asked to create something distinctive for Shay to wear on a trip
to the UK, Hardy Amies responded
with a jacket in British cloth with
revers boldly showing selvedge woven
with the words ‘Made in England’.
Yet British couture has not always
been so fashionable. The exhibition
guest curator Michael Pick says: ‘Whilst
the British have been renowned for
their tailoring since the 18th century,
there was no typically British couture
until Norman Hartnell. Until the 1920s,
couture in this country was inspired
by Parisian fashions. The finesse of
French dress-making caused many
affluent British women to buy clothes
in Paris, and the greatest French houses
were quick to establish branches in
London. But Hartnell challenged this

A
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‘Education is at
the heart of our
mission’ says
Celia Joicey,
Head of the
Museum.

Photo: Michael Cockerham

Blue woollen suit by Hardy Amies
with fitted jacket, wide shoulders
and deep yoke white collar with a
tie front, replicating the ready-towear original worn for the
engagement photograph of Lady
Diana Spencer to HRH The Prince
of Wales in 1981.
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HRH Prince Michael of Kent with Celia Joicey,
Head of Fashion and Textile Museum, and
Janak Patel, Deputy Principal Curriculum,
Newham College London at the opening of
Hartnell to Amies: Couture By Royal
Appointment at the Fashion and Textile
Museum. Photo: Michael Cockerham
influence when he opened his Bruton Street,
Mayfair salon on St George’s Day 1923. Initially supported by the sisters and mothers of
his friends, 30 years later his prestige was
such that he was commanded by Queen
Elizabeth II to create the iconic dress of the
mid-twentieth century, her 1953 Coronation
Dress.’
In this Diamond Jubilee year, it is fitting for
the Museum to celebrate the impact of royal
patronage on the international profile of
British fashion. More recently, events such as
the wedding of the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge and the Olympics have shone a
spotlight on British design. But it was the
unprecedented post-war media coverage of
Queen Elizabeth II that first put London on
the international fashion map.
Pick explains: ‘British couture flourished in
the 1950s. The radiant glamour of the young
Queen at her Coronation and the orchestration of Norman Hartnell’s dresses, viewed
on television and later in cinemas, had a
profound effect worldwide, as did the Royal
Tour of the Commonwealth (November 1953 –
March 1954). During the 1950s, the world’s
media concentrated on the Queen wearing a
continually changing display of dresses and
suits by Hartnell, Amies and also Horrockses.
Anything the Queen wore was subjected to
international attention, and as a result business boomed at British couture houses.’
The exhibition charts the fortunes of
British heritage fashion houses from the ‘Jazz
Age’ to the 1980s, and points to the recent

Photo: Michael Cockerham

resurgence of traditional tailoring and British
heritage brands. Indeed, the Fashion and
Textile Museum hopes that the exhibition
will inspire a new generation to learn from
the craft and construction techniques of
these master craftsmen.
In spring 2013, the Museum will further
explore wool’s importance as it launches a
major retrospective of knitwear designer, and
international textile artist Kaffe Fassett. This
will be the first exhibition in London on
Fassett’s work since his record-breaking show
at the Victoria & Albert Museum in 1988. Kaffe
Fassett A Life in Colour (22 March – 29 June
2013) features a selection of his groundbreaking knitwear for Bill Gibb and Missoni,
as well as his designs for Rowan – the internationally renowned handknitting company,
first established in Yorkshire in 1978.
‘Education is at the heart of our mission’
says Celia Joicey, Head of the Museum. ‘As
part of Newham College, we train over 500
students a year and it is crucial that our
exhibitions excite and engage them. By
drawing attention to the history of British
couture, as well as the importance of London
and Mayfair as internationally-recognised
centres of excellence for the fashion industry,
we hope to encourage students to develop the
garment construction skills that will equip

them for future employment.’
Founded in 2003 by Zandra Rhodes, the
Fashion and Textile Museum is the only museum in the UK solely dedicated to showcasing
developments in contemporary fashion and
textiles. It is also the only museum in the UK
owned by a Further Education college, and
with an ongoing commitment to helping
British fashion and tailoring companies.
Newham College has owned the Fashion
and Textile Museum since 2007. It is one of
the largest further education colleges in
Europe and is rated ‘Outstanding’ by Ofsted.
In 2006 the College launched a vocational
tailoring programme with Savile Row Bespoke Association (SRBA), and since then
Newham’s Bespoke Tailoring courses have fed
new talent into London’s tailors, providing
fresh impetus for the development of the
heritage and tradition of the UK’s tailoring
sector.
SRBA was established in 2004 by a group of
prominent tailoring companies who had
become concerned about the future viability
of the industry – young people were simply
not training to become tailors. SRBA’s core
aims are to protect and develop the reputation of bespoke tailoring on Savile Row, to
maintain bespoke craft skills, and to help
develop suitable training provision. Aware of

Installation shot of
Hartnell to Amies:
Couture By Royal
Appointment
featuring at the
centre Lady Anne
Glenconner’s
wedding dress by
Norman Hartnell,
1956.
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Display of woollen
suits by Norman
Hartnell and Hardy
Amies featured at
Hartnell to Amies:
Couture By Royal
Appointment.

Wenda Parkinson
wearing a Hardy
Amies woollen suit
near Rotten Row,
Hyde Park Corner

© Norman Parkinson Ltd / Norman Parkinson Archive

their critical training needs, the Sector Skills
Council introduced Newham College to SRBA
in October 2005, and a productive partnership
was quickly established. The Pre-Apprentice
course was launched at Gieves & Hawkes in
January 2006. Subsequently, more advanced
tailoring courses have been developed that
allow a student to study for two years or more
to acquire the knowledge, understanding,
skills and speed needed for successful
Newham have benefited from Woolmark
employment in the sector.
International support for a study tour of
This year the Museum and College launches
Yorkshire cloth producers. The collaboration
a significant new stage in this partnership
also resulted in a major gift of cloth from
with SRBA. There are now more than 30 exDormeuil and Fox Brothers Ltd to final year
Newham College students working and
tailoring students plus many metres of
training in Savile Row companies, and in 2012
colourful lining fabrics from The Lining
these and other Savile Row trainees will be
Company. This in-kind support is crucial to
enrolled by Newham College on the Governstudent understanding of the
ment’s Advanced Appqualities and characteristics of
rentice Framework to
cloth, which is such an importachieve the very highest
ant element in bespoke garmlevel of expertise in
ent production. Following the
bespoke tailoring.
recent visit to the Museum by
Chris Hall, Education
the Woolmen, we hope to
and Training Manager at
explore future opportunities to
the Museum and the persupport the Museum’s students
son who masterminded
and education work.
the tailoring training progThe Woolmen Bill Clark,
ramme, says, ‘The part- Detail of 1940 Hardy Amies jacket
Richard Excel, Peter Hewitt, Bill
nership between SRBA with reverse showing the selvedge
Skidmore and Howard Venters
and Newham College has woven ‘Made in England’
visited the Fashion and Textile
literally transformed trainMuseum on 20 November 2012.
ing and employment prospects in Savile Row.
The Fashion and Textile Museum is at 83
It is great that in tandem with our education
Bermondsey Street, London SE1 3XF. The
work, the Hartnell to Amies exhibition is an
exhibition Hartnell to Amies: Couture By Royal
opportunity to celebrate British garment
Appointment is open Tuesday to Saturday,
construction at the highest level and provides
11am-6pm, with last admission 5.15pm. More
a focus to promote career opportunities in
information at www.ftmlondon.org
the sector.’
All Woolmen receive concessionary admIn addition to the work with Savile Row,
ission price to the Hartnell to Amies: Couture
since the Museum’s redevelopment in 2007
more than 1,000 students have benefited
By Royal Appointment
from training on short professional courses
exhibition (until 23
in Illustrator, InDesign and Photoshop, over
February) when
500 work placements have been facilitated,
mentioning this
and innovative courses have been developed
article.
■
for other employers in the fashion sector. The
Fashion and Textile Museum also works with
Celia Joicey,
the Southwark Education Business Alliance,
Head of Fashion
as a member of its steering committee, which
and Textile
helps to forge links between local disadMuseum
vantaged young people and the world of work
by accessing local business and institutions.
For the past two years tailoring students at

Visit to the College of Arms
Bill Clark reports

“

A High Court
judge … sadly
died before he
could agree a
design for his
Arms. His widow
produced her
own ideas,
which included
several pairs of
women’s
stockinged legs
and a chained
tomcat – in
memory of his
work defending
ladies of the
oldest
profession.

n the evening of Wednesday 21st November a group of Woolmen were met at the
College of Arms by the Windsor Herald,
William Hunt. He gave us a hearty welcome
and told us something of himself, something
of the history of the building on Queen
Victoria Street, and a lot about his work as a
herald. His background had been as a
chartered accountant, but his interest in
genealogy had led him to carry out some
work on a book of heraldry as a volunteer at
the College, and this led to his appointment
as a Pursuivant. After some years he had been
appointed a herald, complete with his own
grant of arms and ceremonial dress of tabard
and tights. He clearly enjoyed his work, and
entertained us with a fund of amusing
stories, initially in the Court Room, then in
the waiting room and finally in the archives.
The College of Arms is the official repository of the coats of arms and pedigrees of
English, Welsh, Northern Irish and Commonwealth families and their descendants. Its
records also include official copies of the
records of Ulster King of Arms the originals of
which remain in Dublin. The officers of the
College, the heralds,
specialize
in
genealogical and
heraldic work
for
their

O

respective clients. Coats of arms have been
and still are granted by Letters Patent from
the senior heralds, the Kings of Arms. A right
to arms can only be established by the
registration in the official records of the
College of Arms of a pedigree showing direct
male line descent from an ancestor already
appearing therein as entitled to arms, or by
making application through the College of
Arms for a grant of arms. Grants are made to
corporations as well as to individuals.
The College of Arms is a self-supporting
branch of the Royal household. The funds
needed for the maintenance of the College
building and the preservation of its records
are derived from the fees payable upon grants
of arms, and not from public funds. Each
officer of arms conducts his own practice in
heraldry and genealogy, and charges fees to
undertake research. The heralds see those
who make enquiries in person and advise on
whether they would be able to assist in a
particular heraldic or genealogical problem;
they also arrange for the examination and
recording in the College registers of pedigrees; and for the preparation under his
supervision of a range of heraldic artwork.
When an officer of arms is the agent for a
grant of arms he is remunerated for his work
on the case, and related expenses, by a
payment out of the fees a petitioner pays to
the College.
In the early mediaeval period the proclamation and
organisation of tournaments
was the chief function of
heralds. They marshalled
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and introduced the contestants and kept a
tally of the score. From this derive both their
modern roles of organising ceremonial and of
being expert in armory.
The knights taking part in tournaments
were recognised by the arms they bore on
their shields and the crests they wore on their
helmets. Heralds soon acquired an expert
knowledge of these and became responsible
for recording arms, and then later for controlling their use.
As coats of arms were hereditary, heralds
soon came to add expertise in genealogy to
their skills. The use of arms on the jousting
field and in battle became steadily less
important but at the same time the civilian,
social and antiquarian uses of heraldry grew.
Although many of the ceremonial duties of
heralds have disappeared they still carry out
and organize under the Earl Marshal, certain
extremely ancient and splendid ceremonies.
In June each year at Windsor Castle is held
the procession and service of the Sovereign
and Knights Companion of the Order of the
Garter. The State Opening of Parliament,
usually in November, is a more magnificent
ceremony. The Earl Marshal, the Duke of
Norfolk, is one of the two Great Officers of
State and the office is hereditary in his family.
He has particular powers of supervision over
the heralds and the College of Arms.
The official records of the College, which
include the registers of grants of arms, funeral certificates, the records of the systematic
heraldic visitations of the English and Welsh
counties undertaken by the heralds roughly
every generation between 1530 and 1688,
changes of name and arms by Royal Licence,
and the pedigree registers, total approximately 750 manuscript volumes.
The arrangement of State funerals and the
monarch’s Coronation in Westminster Abbey
fall under the jurisdiction of the Earl Marshal,
and the heralds are responsible for the organisation of these. At all these ceremonies the
heralds wear their highly distinctive mediaeval uniform, the tabard. This is a coat
embroidered on its front, back and sleeves
with the Royal Arms.
In mediaeval times, there were heralds in
the service both of the monarch and of
certain great noblemen. Heralds were part of
the royal household in the thirteenth century
and perhaps as early as the twelfth century.
From 1420 the Royal heralds had a common
seal and acted in some ways like a corporation. In 1484 they were granted a charter
of incorporation by Richard III, and given a
house in Coldharbour in Upper Thames
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Street, London to keep their records in. When
Henry VII defeated Richard and took the
crown in 1485 he wrested Coldharbour from
the heralds and gave it to his mother. They
received the charter under which they now
operate from Queen Mary and her husband
Philip of Spain in 1555, together with the site
of the present College of Arms on which then
stood Derby Place. This building was the
College of Arms until it burnt down in the
Great Fire of London in 1666. The present
College building dates from the 1670s.
Arms and crests are granted by letters
patent. The Crown delegates its authority to
issue such letters patent to the Kings of Arms.
Before they can act in each case they must
first have a warrant from the Earl Marshal
agreeing to the granting of the arms. The first
step in applying for a grant of arms is to
submit a petition, or memorial as it is called,
to the Earl Marshal. This will be drawn up for
the signature of the petitioner by one of the
officers of arms if it is felt probable that such
a petition will be accepted. There are no fixed
criteria of eligibility for a grant of arms, but
such things as awards or honours from the

“
Thus it is
appropriate for
the employees
of a company
to wear a tie
bearing the
company’s
badge, but not
the company’s
arms.

The Grant of Arms to
the Woolmen dated
1954 is kept with the
Company's treasures
in Painters Hall

Crown, civil or military commissions, university degrees, professional qualifications,
public and charitable services, and eminence
or good standing in national or local life, are
taken into account. When approaching a
herald with a view to petitioning for a grant of
arms it is desirable to submit a curriculum
vitae.
If the Earl Marshal approves a petition he
will issue his Warrant to the Kings of Arms
allowing them to proceed with the grant. At
this stage the designing of the arms will
begin. The Kings of Arms have full discretion
over the design of the armorial bearings they
grant, but the wishes of the applicant are
taken into account as fully as possible. The
officer of arms who is acting for the petitioner
will discuss with him or her the allusions and
references he or she would like made in the
design. Simplicity and boldness make for the
best heraldic design and it is a mistake to
seek the inclusion of too many references.
The officer will, through his experience and
knowledge of many thousands of coats of
arms, be able to warn the petitioner of what is
heraldically trite. The design must be proper

heraldry and be distinct from all previous
arms on record at the College.
Once the design has been agreed with the
petitioner it is checked against all previous
arms on record to ensure it is distinct and
then submitted to the Kings of Arms for their
approval. Assuming that this is forthcoming,
the vellum which will become the letters
patent is selected and the arms to be granted
painted on to it by a College of Arms artist.
The text is engrossed by a scrivener, it is
signed and sealed by the Kings of Arms, and
a copy of it painted and scrivened into the
official College registers. The letters patent
then become the property of the grantee.
Letters Patent granting arms and crest may
also grant a badge and exemplify a standard.
Badges are separate heraldic devices which,
like shields and crests, are particular to an
individual or family. Some of the most well
known badges are Royal ones such as the
Prince of Wales’ feathers, and the Queen’s
crowned Tudor rose which appears on the
reverse of the British twenty penny piece. Any
person or corporation already entitled to
arms may petition for a grant of a badge, and
others may do so at the same time as petitioning for a grant of arms and crest.
While arms and crest are personal to their
bearers the badge may be used by others
wishing to show connection or allegiance to
the individual or corporation to whom it
belongs. Thus it is appropriate for the
employees of a company to wear a tie bearing
the company’s badge, but not the company’s
arms. The grandchildren in the female line of
a man entitled to arms may not use his arms
or crest but can quite properly wear his
badge, and often do so in the form of a
brooch.
William spoke with varying degrees of
enthusiasm about some of the arms he had
designed for celebrities. From the possible
embarrassment of the use of the Beckham’s
initials in the wrong order, to Harry Seacombe’s motto “GO ON” via a High Court
judge who sadly died before he could agree a
design for his Arms. His widow produced her
own ideas, which included several pairs of
women’s stockinged legs and a chained
tomcat – in memory of his work defending
ladies of the oldest profession.
Of course the Woolmen were particular
interested in the grant of Arms to the Worshipful Company of Woolmen, reproduced
above. The group were very grateful to
William Hunt for his time and his extensive
knowledge of the College of Arms and its
work.
■
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